Siddal Primary School - Curriculum Overview for Year 1 – Once upon a time…
English
We journey back in time with
our traditional tales this half
term. As we explore ‘don’t read
this book!’ Can you guess the
characters we will meet along
our way?

Art & Design

We will also explore rhymes as
we take a look at Roald Dahl’s
revolting rhymes!

Trip

Science
Plants

PSHCE

Skipton Castle

Mathematics
Multiplication & Division
Solve one-step problems that
involve multiplication and
division, using concrete objects,
pictorial representations, and
arrays with the support of the
teacher

Castle

To design and create a symmetrical coat of arms.
Paul Klee’s ‘Castle and Sun’.
Moving Pictures – Jousting Horse.
To plan, design and make, using salt dough, a crown.

We will explore a range of nonfiction books about facts. We
will extend our knowledge and
create our own fact files about
castles in the olden days to
now.

Addition & Subtraction
Solve one-step problems that involve
addition and subtraction, using
concrete objects and pictorial
representations, and missing number
problems such as 7 = ? -9

Role Play

Measurement
Measure and begin to record the
following:
- Lengths & heights
- Mass/weight
- Capacity and volume
- Time (hours, minutes,
seconds)

Geography
It’s all about the setting of our traditional tales in
Geography this half term.

•
•
•

Personal Development

What do we think of the ugly sisters?
Are the ugly sisters mean?
Could we suggest how they could be kinder to
Cinderella?

Be safe, be seen. Hazard perception Stranger danger

Computing

History

To choose a picture and write a caption (Castle
Let’s take a leap into the past as we look at
Captions).
previous kings and queens of our country.
To paint a castle (Paint Project:
We will have a look at the current royal family, Castles).
their latest addition and the bride and groom
To read and respond to a video clip
to be Prince Harry and Meghan Markle.
(Knight Diary).
To recognise the current and historical role of To design a national flag (Paint Project: Flag).
kings and queens.
Record Goldilocks and the three bears journey.
Castle life – banquets, jousting, attack and
defence, etc.
.

We will be growing our own beanstalk in year 1 this
term.
•
•
•

What do pants need to grow?
How can we keep our plants health?
What plants grow in Luddendenfoot?

•
•

What would Jack climb if he lived in the city?
What animals might Goldilocks bump into along
her way?
• If Cinderella lived on a beach, how might this
story change?
Castle geographical locations and floor plans –
aerial viewpoint perspective.

Physical
Tennis

Education

Religious

Education

Celebrating new life. Looking at how
all religions welcome their new
offspring into the world. Looking at us
as babies and how our lives were
celebrated at birth.

